
System Advantages:

TAB ERP For Hotel Apartments

The system allows you to manage the hotel from rooms, suites or hotel 
apartments. You can enter room specifications and know if they are busy
 or not and move the guest from one room to another. The number of days
 automatically calculated according to the hotel system or hotel apartments.

- Enter specifications for all hotel rooms or suites or furnished apartments. 

- The main system interface shows the status of all hotel rooms or furnished apartments.

- Calculate the number of days automatically according to the hotel system or furnished apartments.

- The possibility of transferring the guest from one room to another one.

- Ability to settle in cash or deferred with the possibility of connecting a guest to a client account.

- The hotel system allows you to deal with mobile messages such as welcome messages, offer 

messages for all customers.

- The hotel system allows contracts to be issued to customers quickly, electronically terminate the

 contract and close it, or transfer it to the receivables

- The system has  full reports of all transactions in the program.

- Through the system, you can follow up the rooms maintenance and cleaning after settlement.

- The possibility of registering escorts with each client and kinship

- The possibility of creating different  pricing  types for seasons and companies

- The possibility of determining   entry  and departure time in flexible manner depending on 

the season or hotel system.

- Flexible in use.

- An easy and interactive system interface which enables users to access all work tools

 easily and quickly.

- The system supports working through a network or on a single device.

- Multi-user system in accordance with the powers assigned by the company management.

- The possibility of preparing reports as needed work.

- View reports on the screen with the ability to print and save them in a file.

- Database backups and ability to retrieval

- Integration with general ledger, cash & Cheques, inventory and fixed assets.
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